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Kitchens have become a topic that home magazines cover annually and 
we don’t like to follow the pack, but... kitchens have in large replaced the 
dining room table and even the lounge, with TVs even making their way into 
the kitchen. Today, the kitchen is a place where families come together to 
entertain, talk, prepare meals and eat. 

With changing needs and more time spent in this area of the home, upgrades 
are often required. Upgrading your kitchen needn’t cost a fortune and there 
are many ways to maximise the available space. Retail stores have made 
cabinetmaking a core business focus due to increased demand. This means 
that you can order cabinet carcasses to size, choose ready assembled units or 
knock together flat box kits in standard dimensions to save money.

In this issue, we feature an article on the use of computer-aided drafting (CAD) 
for the hobbyist, which makes it possible to plot designs and even test the 
working of mechanical components before starting a project. The use of CAD 
software is also useful when planning and designing your kitchen. 

Gas stoves have become a popular alternative due to increasing electricity 
tariffs and sometimes unreliable supply. Known as gas cookers, these require 
only a limited amount of maintenance, but ignoring this could result in some 
costly repairs as neglected components corrode. If you have gas appliances, we 
recommend you install a gas detection device, and a smoke detector should be 
part of every kitchen. It is important to note that installation of gas appliances 
must be done by a registered professional with the requisite knowledge and 
qualifications.

We have been running a tree of the month article for several issues now 
and this month’s tree is the yellowwood – our national tree. Many of our 
indigenous trees were harvested unsustainably in the past, with a lot of 
the timber being used in the development of infrastructure. Since then, 
conservation efforts have resulted in many species being listed as protected. 
After speaking to several woodworkers, 
it seems that many, including myself, are 
unaware of the processes that need to be 
followed and the implications of ignoring 
these. We will endeavour to speak to the 
authorities in the near future and clear up 
any confusion that may exist.

There is also an article on changing the way 
you make a wood-burning fire to keep you 
warm during what we hope will be the last 
month of winter.

Gareth Greathead, Editor

EDITOR’S NOTE

Kitchens – the heart of  
the home
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